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Abstract: Based on the monthly sea surface temperature (SST) data provided by Hadley Centre , the
characteristics of Southern Subtropical Atlantic SST variation and its relationship with ENSO are
discussed. The results of this paper show that: 1) In the summer of the southern hemisphere, the SST
anomaly (SSTA) of the Southern Subtropical Atlantic presents a southwest-northeast antiphase dipole
modes, that is, the South Atlantic Subtropical Dipole (SASD), which develops from September to
November. It reaches its peak in austral summer(December January February ,the next year), weakens
from March to May (the next year), and declines until austarl winter(June July August, the next year). 2)
SASD is significantly correlated with ENSO, and positive SASD and negative SASD are correlated
with El Niño and La Niña events respectively.
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1. Introduction
The ocean accounts for about 71% of the earth surface area and it is an important component
that cannot be ignored in the global climate system. Ocean-atmosphere interaction is also an
indispensable direction for studying the influence of the ocean on climate change[1]. The Atlantic
is the second largest ocean and also the ocean with the largest latitude span. The entire basin is
roughly "S" shaped. In an effort to understand the interannual variation of SST in the South
Atlantic, Zhuang Hui et al.[2] showed that in the recent 140 years, the SST in the South Atlantic
increases linearly at a significant annual rate of 0.0045℃ as a whole, and the SST in this area
does not change significantly from 1870 to 1930. Venegas et al.[3] discussed the SST
anomalies(SSTAs) for the first time in 1996. Morioka et al.[4] also pointed out that the Sea Surface
Temperature Anomaly of the South Atlantic has an obvious spatial dipole mode, namely the South
Atlantic Subtropical Dipole (SASD), and the locking season is austral summer. The mechanism of
SASD formation is explained by discussing the variation of subtropical anticyclone, latent heat
flux and mixed layer depth anomaly.
ENSO originates in the Tropical Pacific Ocean and oscillates between warm and cold with a
period of 3~7 years[5]. It can have a significant impact on global weather converts through changes
in the convection mode in the tropical Pacific[6-7]. The interaction between the atmosphere and the
ocean in the tropical Pacific Basin plays an important role in defining the characteristics of
ENSO[8], and many studies were also devoted to the relationship between ENSO and other tropical
or subtropical oceans. Wu and Kug et al.[9-10] found that SST in the tropical Indian Ocean affects
ENSO by regulating walker circulation in the Pacific and Indian Ocean in its coupling simulation.
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Annamalai et al.[11] showed that the SSTAs in the Indian Ocean enhances the abnormal
anticyclone generated in the northwest Pacific Ocean during the El Niño mature stage. By
activating this anticyclonic mode, the east wind stress in the western Pacific Ocean is abnormal,
and the warming of SST in the Indian Ocean leads to a faster transition to La Niña. Izumo et al.[12]
also proposed that tropical Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events may contribute significantly to the
long-term predictability of ENSO. Recently, Wang Lijuan et al.[13] proposed that there is a
significant negative correlation between the South Indian Ocean Dipole and ENSO events.
Fauchereau et al.[14] proposed that the SASD positive event is caused by the enhancement and
southward movement of the South Atlantic subtropical high. Penland and Matrasova[15-16] found
that the South Atlantic SST precedes the El Niño signal by 9 months using a linear inverse model.
Wang[17] believed that the tropical Atlantic forces the equatorial Pacific through the interbasin SST
gradient changes associated with the Walker circulation in the Atlantic. Jansen et al.[18] also came
to similar conclusion. However, there are few studies on the relationship between the South
Atlantic subtropical SST and ENSO.
In view of this, this paper will further explore the characteristics and development process of
SASD and its relationship with ENSO. The South Atlantic Subtropical Dipole is expected to be
further understood.

2. Data and methods
2.1 Data Description
SST data are based on global monthly average data provided by the Hadley Centre. The
spatial resolution of data is 1° × 1°. The data were selected from January 1979 to December
2021.
Let X amij is data of a certain grid point, where a is year, a  1979,1980,
total of 43 years. m represents months, m  1, 2,

, 2021 , a

,12 ; i represents longitude, j represents

latitude. The longitude we selected here ranges from 60°W to 20°E and the latitude ranges from
45°S to 15°N.
The first step was to calculate the seasonal climate state, such as the calculation formula of
the seasonal climate state of a certain grid point:
2021

X ij =

1

 3X
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amij

m
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The second step was to calculate the seasonal average, and then use the seasonal average to
remove the corresponding seasonal climate state data to obtain the annual seasonal average
outliers.
X aij =

 X
a

amij

m

X aij = X aij − X ij .
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Finally, the linear trend was removed by least square method to avoid the influence of global
warming trend on the research results. Then the annual SSTAs of the austral summer in 43 years
are obtained. The Niño3.4 Index used in this paper was treated in the same way.

2.2 Analysis method
2.2.1 Empirical orthogonal function decomposition
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF)[19-20] is widely used in the analysis of meteorological
and Marine data. The function is to identify the main mutually orthogonal spatial distribution
patterns from the dataset of meteorological element variables. In practical application, the field
sequence of certain elements is decomposed into the sum of the product of orthogonal space
function and orthogonal time function, that is,
H

Xij =  Tih  Vhj = T  V .

（4）

h =1

In which, X ij is the SSTA values, i = 1, 2,

, m is the time serial numbers,

j = 1, 2,

,n

represents different stations, Tih is the function of time, Vhj is the function of space,
h = 1, 2,

, H represents the number of decomposition fields.

A spatial function is only a function of space, and it changes completely with space and not
with time. The time function that only changes with time can be regarded as the weight coefficient
of the typical field. In general, EOF converges quickly. The first few typical fields can roughly
represent the situation of the actual field, and the change of the time coefficient corresponding to
each typical field reflects the importance of each typical field at different moments.
This decomposition requires orthogonality, that is
V T V = I , I is the identity matrix.
（5）
Time weight coefficients are also required to be orthogonal:
1

T T T =  = 
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（6）

2.2.2 Other analysis methods
After discussing the modes of SASD, we use the method of composition analysis[21] to
discuss the evolution of SASD modes. In addition, correlation analysis was used to explore the
relationship between SASD mode and ENSO, and statistical significance test was carried out.
(1) Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis is one of the commonly used statistical methods in meteorology, which
can measure the relationship between two meteorological elements.
Suppose there are two variables, x1 , x2 ,
, yn . The calculation formula
, xn and y1 , y2 ,
of the correlation coefficient of these two variables is as follows:
n

rxy =

 (x
i =1

n

i

− x )( yi − y )

 ( xi − x )2
i =1

n

 ( yi − y )2

.

(7)

i =1
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Where, x , y is the sample mean and n is the sample size. The value of the correlation
coefficient is between -1 and 1. When the correlation coefficient is positive, it indicates that there
is a positive correlation between the two and their change trend is consistent. When the correlation
coefficient is negative, it indicates that the two are negatively correlated and the change trend is
opposite. When the absolute value of correlation coefficient is larger, the relationship between
them is closer.
(2) Student T - test
According to the correlation coefficient r  0 of n pairs of samples, whether they can be
considered as the population correlation coefficient   0 between them，which needs to be
statistically tested. The test method of whether the population correlation coefficient  = 0
depends on T test method of T distribution and U test method of normal distribution. The T test
method is more commonly used at present. T test is suitable for mean test with unknown variance
and data subject to normal distribution, even for small samples.
The calculation formula of the T-statistic of the test population mean is as follows:

t=

x − u0
s

n.

(8)

Where, x and s respectively represent the sample mean and standard deviation, u0 is the
population mean, and n is the sample size. After the significance level a is determined, the
t  ta
T-distribution table is checked according to the degrees of freedom  = n − 1 . If
, the null

hypothesis is rejected and significant changes are considered. Otherwise, the null hypothesis is
accepted and the change is not significant.

3. Temporal and spatial distribution of the South Atlantic
Subtropical Dipole
3.1 The spatial distribution of SASD
In order to understand the characteristics of the SST of the southern subtropical Atlantic in
summer, we analyzed the SSTAs in December, January and February (DJF) of the South Atlantic
basin (15°N~45°S, 60°W~20°E) by EOF. Fig.1 shows the spatial distribution of the first mode of
EOF analysis, which is manifested by a strong SST gradient of the southwest region to the
northeast region. And the variance contribution rate of the first mode is 35.58%. The SST
distribution of this anti-phase was called the SASD[22], which is consistent with the results of
previous studies[3-4]. There are significant positive anomalies in the northeast region of the dipole
and the center is approximately 15°S~24°S, 24°W~3°W, which is called the NorthEast Pole (NEP).
The SSTA center in the southwest region is approximately in 33°S~41°S, 28°W~6°W with
negative anomaly distribution, which is called the SouthWest Pole (SWP)[23].
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Fig. 1 Spatial structure of the 1st EOF modes of the seasonally averaged observed SSTAs in the
austral summer (DJF) from 1979 to 2021 in the Atlantic Ocean. The number(35.58%) at the upper
center gives the percentage of total variance explained by the mode, and the contour intervals are
0.01oC

3.2 the seasonal evolution of SASD
In order to analyze the temporal and spatial distribution and evolution characteristics of
SASD modes, major SASD events were composed by season in this section. Fig.2 shows the
composition of major positive and negative SASD events in spring, summer, autumn and winter in
the Southern Hemisphere. The results show that: In the composition of positive event years (Fig. 2
(a~d)), SSTAs gradually appeared in the region of the south Atlantic subtropical in the austral
spring (September October November; SON). The positive SSTAs extended eastward from 20°S
to 32°S in South America to the coast of west Africa, and no obvious maximum region of SSTAs
appeared. The negative SSTAs were mainly concentrated between 30°S and 45°S, and the
anomalies were small. After spring, the dipole mode continued to develop and reached the peak in
austral summer (December January February; DJF). There were obvious positive and negative
anomalies in SST, and the maximum positive SSTA reached 0.67 ℃. Then the positive SSTA
gradually diffused westward from the northeast Pole. The intensity of SSTAs was also relatively
weak. After the austral autumn (March April May; MAM), the dipole mode gradually collapse.
The results of the negative events composite analysis (Fig.2 (e~h)) were similar to the
development process of positive events, except that the negative dipole collapsed more slowly
after the austral summer than the positive dipole. However, the intensity of the negative SSTA was
greater than the positive dipole events during the summer peak. It can be seen that seasonal phase
locking is an important characteristic of SASD mode.
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Fig.2 Composite SSTA of positive events during austral spring(SON) (a), austral summer (DJF)
(b), austral autumn (MAM) (c), and austral winter(JJA) (d). Composite SSTA of negative events
during austral spring(SON) (e), austral summer (DJF) (f), austral autumn (MAM) (g), and austral
winter(JJA) (h) (unit: ℃)

4. the relationship between SASD and ENSO
As the strongest signal of global Ocean-atmosphere interaction, ENSO can not only directly
cause the abnormal weather and climate in the tropical Pacific, but also indirectly affect the
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weather and climate in the Indian And Atlantic Oceans and even around the world[7-8]. Therefore,
ENSO will also make a certain contribution to SACZ precipitation. In order to understand the
influence of the SASD on SACZ precipitation, this section analyzes the relationship between
SASD and ENSO. Fig. 3 shows the time series PC1 (solid blue curve) of the first mode of SSTAs
EOF analysis, and the solid red curve is Nino3.4 index (mean SSTAs of region 5°S~5°N,
170°W~120°W). According to the threshold selection method of existing literature[24-25], 0.6
standard deviation is used as the threshold value to select the years of major positive and negative
dipole events ( shortened to as "positive event" and "negative event"): if PC1 is greater than 0.6 in
the austral summer, it is called a positive event year; Conversely, PC1 less than -0.6 is said to be
negative event year. That is, during the positive events, the NEP is positive SSTA, while the SWP
is negative SSTA. On the contrary, when there is a negative anomaly in the NEP and a positive
anomaly in the SWP, it is a negative SASD event. According to Fig.3, from 1979 to 2021, SASD
positive event years were: 1982, 1983, 1985, 1987, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2004, 2009, 2015, 2018 and
2019, a total of 12 positive event years. Negative event years were: 1979, 1980, 1981, 1989, 1996,
2001, 2010, 2011, 2017, 2020, a total of 10 event years (we define the year of December ( D) as
the year in which the dipole events occur). At the same time, according to the Oceanic Niño Index
(ONI, https://ggweather.com/enso/oni.htm), we selected the years of the medium, strong and very
strong El Niño (La Niña) events as the El Niño (La Niña) years and ignored the weak El Niño(La
Niña) years. The results showed that there were seven El Niño years in positive SASD years (1982,
1987, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2009 and 2015), and no El Niño years in negative SASD years. However,
there were three La Niña years in negative SASD event years (2010, 2011 and 2020), and no La
Niña years in positive SASD event years. The specific years of each event are shown in Table 1,
which also indicates that SASD events and ENSO events are in phase to a certain extent. Positive
and negative SASD events correspond to positive (El Niño) and negative (La Niña) ENSO events
respectively. Further, the correlation coefficient between PC1 and Niño3.4 index is 0.54, which
passed 99% significance test. It can be seen that the SASD is strongly correlated with ENSO.

Fig. 3 The principal component of the 1st EOF mode (PC1) for SSTAs in DJF (solid blue curve),
and the Niño3.4 index (SSTAs averaged within 5°S~5°N, 170°W~120°W, units: ℃; solid red
curve). The abscissa marks the years when a DJF season starts. PC1 is standardized to have unit
SD, the values of the two black lines are 0.6 SD, and the number in brackets is the correlation
coefficient between PC1 and the Niño3.4 index, And passes the 99% significance test
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events
Positive events
Negative events

Tab.1 Years with positive and negative SASD events
years
1982+，1983，1985，1987+，1994+，1997+，2002+，2004，
2009+、2015+、2018,2019
1979，1980，1981，1989，1996，2001，2010-，2011-，2017，
2020-

+ : El Niño events; - : La Niña events.

5. Conclusion
This paper discusses the characteristics of SST variation in southern subtropical Atlantic and
its relationship with ENSO by analyzing the monthly SST data provided by Hadley Centre. The
main conclusions are as follows:
1) In the austral summer, the South Atlantic SSTAs present an inverse phase distribution from
southwest to northeast, namely SASD. This mode is an inherent feature of subtropical SSTAs in
the South Atlantic. The formation of this mode has obvious seasonal characteristics.
2) The SASD mode is significantly correlated with ENSO. Their correlation coefficient was
0.54, which passed 99% significance test. The positive SASD and negative SASD events are
correlated with El Niño and La Niña events respectively, and there is no cross correlation between
them.
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